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COMPLETE SPECIFICATION
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We, Ernst Leitz Gesellschaft mitBeschrankter Haftung, of WetzlS
Germany, a jomt stock Company organized
under the laws of the Federal Rep^blk^Germany do hereby declare the invention,
for which we pray that a patent may be
granted to us. and the method by which it

1c5k'^^ .^""^^P^f^- particularly
described m and -by the following state-
ment:

—

jnven^ion relates to colhmating view
finders for photographic cameras The

mtended also to embrace a combined viewand range finder. CoUimating view findersnave been proposed comprising means for
prayjdung an- imaged indication delimiting
the image field of the finder in the field ofview of the finder, the indication bein«imaged into said field of view by a reflexviewer Such indications may be provided
for different objective focal lengths. With
such a view finder, the delimiting indications

^^f?*^:
."markings on a marking

25 plate, which if desired is ddsplaceable in its
plane in dependence on- the focusing move-

.
ment of the objective for the purpose of com-
pensating the finder paraDax
Such finders have stationarlly arranged

30 optical members which do not admit ^an
adaptation to different distances of objects to

&ASP^""?- ..^^^^^^ the image
«^ ^ . r^^?^ indications correctly corres-pond to the image field of the camera only

35 tor a predetermined distance of an object tobe photographed. For all other distancesutmgs of the objective a difference existsbetween the image field embraced in- fact by
the objective and the image field indicated by

40 -the image field delimiting indications in the
finder, which leads to so-called " imaee field
contraction ]\ If it is assumed that for the
infinity setting of the objective, the image
held delimiting indications show, in the

43 tinder, a finder image field which equals the

field that in fact is embraced by the objective
tr.en for all other distance settings of the
objective, the image field shown in the finder
IS larger than that actually emteaced by the
otjjective. Thus it is not apparent whether
all the details of the object lying near image
field delimiting indications in the finder and
visible m the finder are actually photo-
graphed on exposure.

It is an object of the invention to provide aview finder in which this "image field con-
traction is compensated at least to a con-
siderable extent.
The invention consists in a collimating

vievv finder for a photographic camera, com-
prising means for imaging in the ^eld of view
of the finder an indication delimitinff theimage field of the finder, the indication being
imaged by reflection into the field of view
from a marking carried' on marking plate a
transparent plate beiag arranged between- the
marking plate and the optical system of the
viewer and having a deviating wedge-shaped
portion arranged in a position adjacent to
and parallel with- the marking carried by the
marlang plate, the transparent plate being
adjustable in its axial spacing from the
marking plate in dependence on the focusing
distance set on the objective of the camera
so as to vary the size of the delimiting indica-
tion in accordance with the focusins
distance.

The marking plate -may have a plurality
of^ markings for providing indications
delimiting a plurality of different image fields
matched to image fields of objectives of
different focal lengths, the transparent plate
having a corresponding plurality of deviating
wedgershaped portions arranged in posations
corresponding to the markings of the mark-
injg plate It wiU be appreciated that the
image field contraction **

is optically com-
pensated on setting of the transparent plate
relative to the marking plate, according to
the focusing setting of the objective, as a
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result of the suitably chosen, refractive power

of the transparent plate, that is. the com-

bined effect of the material of. and the angle

of. the wedge. Depending on the distance

5 of the wedges from the marking plate, the

field enclosed by the image field delimiting

indications is of a different size than -would

be on observation without the effect of the

deviating wedges.

10 The markings carried by the marking plate

may be in the form of frame-like line slits,

the deviating wedge portions of the tranis-

parent plateIjeing in- the form of wedge-like

profiled^ frames arranged with the centres of

15 the frames coinciding. Means may be pro-

vided for automatically displacing the trans-

parent plate in the direction perpen^cular

to the marking plate and in. dependence on

the focussing setting of the camera objective.

20 The displacing means may comprise a mem-
ber coupled- to the transparent plate and

operatively connected to a lever for setting

an optical deviating member of a range

finder part of the view finder, the deviating

25 member .being movable by setting the camera

objective focusing distance. In this case the

refractive power of the deviating wedges

should be such that for each focusing setting

of the objective, the correct image field is

30 seen in the finder.

The. marking plate may be displaceable in

its own plane for compensating parallax of

the finder, the marking plate and the trans-

parent plate being arranged in a displaceable

35 holder for joint lateral movement, the

transparent plate being guided in the holder

for displacement perpendicular to the mark-

ing plate.

The displacing means may be connected

40 to a lever for compensating parallax of the

finder. When for compensating the finder

parallax the marking plate is displaceable in

its own plane, then also the transparent

plate carrying the deviating wedges has to

45 follow this movement, nothwithstanding its

capability of being axially displaced relative

to the marking plate.

The transparent plate m^y be a casting of

glass or transparent synthetic material. The
50 transparent plate may be coloured for con-

stituting a contrast filter for the indication or

indications delimiting the image field. For

facilitating use of the finder under unfavour-

able illumination conditions, the marking

55 plate may be provided, at its illumination

side, with a deviating wedge or wedges,

positioned in front of the marking or mark-

ings thereof, and having a deviating action

opposite to that of the deviating wedge or

60 wedges of the transparent plate. Alterna-

tively the marking plate may be provided,

at its illumination side; with a collecting lens.

The wedge or each wedge provided at the

illumination side of the marking plate, or the

65 collecting lens, may be secured to the mark-

ing plate. Advantageously the wedge or

each wedge or the collecting lens is cemented

to the marking plate.

A centrally apertured. covering member, as

disclosed in our. patent specification No. 70

746.674, may be provided which is displace-

able in its plane and arranged with auxiliary

apertures each in- register with a marking of

the marking plate so that, in each case> only

those markings required are visible, the 75

wedges or each wedge provided at the illu-

mination side of the marking plate or the

collecting lens being secured to the covering

plate.

In order to make the invention clearly 80

understood reference will now be made to

the accompanying drawings which are given

by way of example and in which:

—

Fig. 1 diagrammatically illustrates a com-
bined view finder and range finder, the range 85

finder being coupled with an exchangeable

camera objective;

Fig. 2 diagrammatically illustrates part of -

the finder of Fig. 1, to a larger scale than

Fig. 1; and 90

Fig. 3 illustrates a view, from behind of a

wedge plate and its guide means, when the

finder isi set in an infinity position.

Fig. 1 shows an exchangeable objective 1

which is rotatable and axially displaceable 95

for the purpose of focusing a photographic
camera (not shown). The objective 1 is

coupled by means of a setting cam 2 to a
sensing lever ?>a of a range finder arrange-

ment.'' The range finder arrangement com- 100

prises an optical system 4. 5 of the view

finder, optical mixing members 6a, 6b with

a semi-transparent reflecting surface 6c.

deviating prisms 7. 8, 9. a movable telescope

objective 10, and additionally arranged 105

lenses 4a, 4Z? in the path of the light rays.

The telescope objective 10 forms an inter-

mediate image in an intermediate image
plane in which a marking plate 11 is pro-

vided, the intermediate image being viewed 110

by means of the optical system 4. 4a. 46.

Simultaneously this optical system 4, 4a, 46
serves for viewing markings carried by the

making plate 11, the markings forming

indications delimiting the image field of the 113

finder. The setting^ of the range finder is

effected by turning the objective 10. The
turning is effected in dependence on the

setting of the camera objective 1, by a lever

arm 3b connected- to the sensing lever 3a, 120

For the purpose of compensating the finder

parallax, the marking plate 11 is arranged

displaceably in its own plane. The displace-

ment is effected likewise in dependence on

the setting of the camera objective 1 by a 125

lever arm 3c connected to the sensing lever

In Figs. 1 and 2 the displacement of the

marking plate 1 1 in its own plane is shown

as being effected in a direction parallel to the 130



plaae of the said Figures. This is effective
for compensating the finder parallax if it' is
assumed that the two optical axes of the
finder and the optical axis of the camera

5 objective lie in one plane. Generally how-
ever the optical axis of the objective lies in
a different plane to the optical axes of the
tinder and it is necessary that the direction
of displacement of the marking plate ibe as

10 shcywa by the arrow in Fig. 3 in^ order to
compensate finder parallax with regard to
both vertical and horizontal (limits of the
finder..

T^in^f
marking plate .11 a wedge

15 plate 12 of transparent material is arran-g^
The wedge plate 12 has wedge elements I2a.
lib, 12c arranged in a concentric frame-like
manner. The wedge plate is ddsplaceable
axially relative to the marking plate 11 in

2D a guide 13 of a support 14 carrying the mark-mg plate 11.

The axial displacement is effected by
means of links 15 (Figs. 1 and 3) which are
connected to the. lever arm 3Z). The carrier
14 for the marking plate 11 and the guide
13 for the wedge plate 12 is mounted in
guides 18 for enabling displacing of the
marking plate 11 and the wedge plate 12 in
their respective planes for the purpose of

30 compensating the finder parallax. This dis-
placement is effected iby means of the lever
arm 3c in. dependence on the setting of the
camera objective.

55 fo^
the marking, plate 11 markings in the

35 form of translucent hne slits 11a, 11Z> He
arranged in frame-like manners are provided
for indicating the image field limits. The
marking plate 11 furthermore has a centralwindow 11^ for passage of range fvn^r rays

.40 from pnsms 8. The lines 11a, 11^, He are
interrupted at the corners of the frames to
such an extent that when they are viewed
through the wedge elements 12a \2b 12c
allocated to them, only when- the objective 1

. 45 has been set to the shortest focusing distance
do they result in an image of a closed- frame
as shown in- Fig. 3 by the broken- lines Ua\
1

1 •
i t 5 • interruption of the line slits

<n • ^ corners of the frames, is5U provided m order to avoid an intersection of
the lines at the corners of the frames during
an intermediate setting of the wedge plate

« r'^i?^
illumination of the lines Ha, lib 11c

55 of the marking plate 11 is effected through
an illumination window arranged at the front
of the camera so that the delimiting lines
appear 'by diffusedly transmitted light How-

4cn
^ver alternatively a marking plate arranged

00 for illumination by diffusedly reflected light
may >be provided. On. iUuminating the
marking plate 1 1 through the window at the
front of the camera it may happen that for
constructional reasons the size of the illu-

65 mmating window has to be kept compara-

tively small so that then on setting the wedge
plate 12 to its greatest compensating posi-
tion, the camera casing " surrounding the
illumination window may to some extent
mask the marking plate. This can happen 70
especially when viewing the lines \\a
delimiting the largest possible image field. For
this case either a light collecting illuminating
lens 16 may be provided in front of the entire
rnarlcing plate, as indicated in dash dotted 75
lines in Fig. 1. or wedge elements 17 in-
dicated in dash dotted lines in Fig. 2 onay be
provided merely in front of the lines 11a
delimiting the largest image field.

The illuminating lens 16 or the wedge 80
elements 17 are secured to the marking plate
11. When however there is allocated to the
marking plate 1 1 a covering member as dis-
losed in our aforementioned specification No.
746.674 ^ndi which is ddsplaceable relatively 85
to the marking plate and which serves fo
render visible only those lines delimiting. the
image field which correspond to the objective
attached to the camera in each case, then
preferably the illuminating lens \6 or the 90
wedge elements 17 are secured- to this cover-
ing memiber and are displaceaible jointly
therewith.

The invention has been described by
reference to a combined view finder and 95
range finder. The invention may however
alternatively be easily applied to a view
finder arrangement in wjiich indications
delimiting the im^ge field of the finder are
imaged into the path of light rays of the 100
finder, independently of the presence or
absence of a range finder. For the purpose
of displacing the wedge plate 12 however, it
is simpler if a displaceable member is
already present for a sim^ultaneously pro- 105
vided range finder.

For transferring the setting movements
onto the telescopic objective 10 and the
marking plate 11, lever arms 3b, 3c con-
nected to the sensing lever 3a have been 110
shown in the illustrated embodiment. Alter-
natively however instead of levers, other
translating means may be provided which
are suited to the conditions prevailing in
particular cameras. Also the specific con- 115
struction of the range finder may be changed
without affecting the present invention. Thus
for example instead of moving the telescope
objective 10, alternatively the prism 9 could
me moved. Again, by using ^bifocal lenses 120
for the members Aa and Ab the range finder
construction may ibe such that no inter-
mediate imaging of the range finder image
takes place. Finally to compensate the
parallax of the finder, instead of displacing 125
the marking plate 1 1 in the path of the light
beain of the finder, an adjustable optical
wedge, known in the art as an Abbat or Bos-
cowitch wedge, may »be provided in the path
of the light beam of the finder, the wedge 130
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being adjustable in dependence on the setting

of the camera objective.

WHAT WE CLAIM IS:

1. A collimating view finder for a photo-

5 graphic camera, comprising means for imag-

ing in the field of view of the finder an- in-

dication delimiting the image field of the

finder, the indication being imaged by reflec-

tion into the field of view from a marking

10 carried by a marking plate, a transparent

plate being arranged between the marking

plate and the optical system of the viewer

and having a deviating wedge-shaped^ por-

tion arranged in a position adjacent to and

15 parallel with the marking carried by the

marking plate, the transparent plate being

adjustable in its axial spacing from the

marking plate in dependence on the focusing

distance set on the objective of the camera

20 so as to vary the size of the delimiting indica-

tion in accordance with the focusing distance.

2. A view finder as claimed in claim 1,

wherein the marking plate has a plurality of

markings for providing indications delimiting

25 a plurality of different image fields matched

to image fields of objectives of different focal

lengths, the transparent plate having a cor-

responding plurality of deviating wedge
portions arranged in position- corresponding

30 to the markings of the marking plate.

3. A view finder as claimed in claim 2,

wherein the 'markings carried by the mark-
ing plate are in the form of frame^like line

slits, the deviatingwedge portions of thetrans-

35 parent plate being in the fonn of wedge-like

profiled frames arranged with the centres of

the frames coinciding.

4. A view finder as claimed in claim 1.

2 or 3, wherein means are provided for auto-

40 matically displacing the transparent plate in

the direction perpendicular to the marking

plate and in dependence on the focusing

setting of the camera objective.

5. A view finder as claimed in claim 4,

45 wherein the displacing means comprises a

members- coupled to the transparent plate

and operatively connected to a lever for

setting an optical deviating member of a

range finder part of the view finder, the

. 50 deviating member being movable through

lever means when setting the camera objec-

tive focusing distance.

6. A view fijider as cairned in any one of

claims 1 to 5, wherein the marking plate is

55 displaceable in its own plane for compen-

sating parallax of the finder, the marking

plate and the transparent plate being

arranged in a displaceable holder for joint

lateral movement, the transparent plate being

60 guided in the holder for displacement per-

pendicular to the marking plate.

7. A view finder as claimied in claim 6,

wherein the lateral displacing means are

operatively connected to a lever for compen-
sating parallax of the finder. 65

8. A view finder as claimed in any one of

claims 1 to 7, wherein the transparent plate

is a casting of glass or transparent synthetic

material.
9. A view finder as claimed in any one of 70

claims 1 to 8. wherein the transparent plate

is coloured for constituting a contrast filter

for the indication* or indications delimiting

the image field.

10. A view finder as claimed in any one 75

of claims 1 to 9, wherein the marking plate

is provided, at its illumination side, with a

deviating wedge or wedges, positioned in

front of the marking or markings thereof,

and having a deviating action opposite to 80

that of the deviating wedge or wedges of the

transparent plate.

11. A view finder as claimed in any one

of claims 1 to 9, wherein the marking plate

is provided at its illumination side with a 85

collecting lens.
, .

12. A view finder as claimed in claim. 10

or 11, wherein the wedge or each wedge or the

collecting lens provided at the illumination

side of the marking plate is secured to the 90

marking plate.

13. A view finder as claimed in claim 12.

wherein the wedge or each wedge or the col-

lecting lens is cemented to the marking plate.

14.
" A view finder as claimed in claim 10 95

or 11. wherein a centrally apertured covering

memtoer having auxiliary apertures each in

register with a marking of the marking plate

is provided which, is displaceably in its plane

and arranged, so that, in each case, only those 100

markings of the marking plate required are

visible, the wedge or each wedge provided at

the illunlination side of the marking plate or

the collecting lens being secured to the cover-

ing plate. 105

15. A collimating view finder con-

structed, arranged and adapted to operate

substantially as hereinbefore described with

reference to, and as illustrated in, the accom-

panying drawings. i 10

WALTHER WOLFF,
78 Woodlands.

London. N.W.I 1.

Chartered Patent Agent.
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